
Omni Frame is suitable for outdoor large format prints. 
Omni Frame is a large format Outdoor Banner System, made from lightweight 
aluminium, ideal for use with PVC eyelet banners.

Omni Frame Banner System is used for large advertising areas which need to 
be changed regularly. Ideal for forecourts and retail environments, it is also a 
great accompaniment for marquees and race events.

Omni Frame is suitable for flat, large banners on buildings as well as mounting 
stand display for indoor and outdoor use. The variable lengths of aluminium 
profile give you the ability to install banners in individual size. Our banner 
holder are assembled quickly and easily, they are a real alternative to 
traditional billboards. These outdoor durable frames are permanently 
attached to the wall with the banner being attached using elasticated 
straps. These are perfect displays for forthcoming events, special offers or 
sales, theatres, garden centres, retail outlets, sports halls, sporting venues, 
conferences, airports and public areas.

Omni Frame has a  smart design and all parts are robust, durable and 
reusable. The banner is easy to change. Customised sizes available, 
delievered parts unassembled. 

Presentation Box

Simply insert the buttoms into the profile, 
can be replaced at anytime ,even after 
mounting. Banners need a hollow seam 
top and bottom and the sides must be 
eyeletted. Banner can be simply set by 
one person with no tools required. Several 
frames, units can be linked together for 
greater visual impact.

www.omni-frame.com



corner bracket made of aluminium 
injection metallic silver powder 
coated.

insert banner buttons into the rear 
channel of the profile

insert and fix with screw

ARTICLE Poster Size

UOMN001010 1000X1000mm

UOMN001015 1000X1500mm

UOMN001515 1500X1500mm

UOMN001520 1500X2000mm

ARTICLE Profile Length

UYPOM01011 PRF.1100mm

UYPOM01016 PRF.1600mm

UYPOM01021 PRF.2100mm

UYPOM01026 PRF.2600mm

UYPOM01031 PRF.3100mm

UYPOM01036 PRF.3600mm

UYPOM01041 PRF.4100mm

UYPOM01046 PRF.4600mm

UYPOM01051 PRF.5100mm

Corner Bracket 
UYPOM02000

Wall Fixing 
UYPOM04000

Aluminium Profile

Plastic Buttons 
UYPOM05000

Clamp For Banner 
TMC4010S00

T Connector 
UYPOM03000

Profile Connector
UYPOM06000

ARTICLE Description

UYPOM02000 Corner Bracket  (Packed by 4)

UYPOM03000 T Connector  (Packed by 2)

UYPOM04000 Wall Fixing (Packed by 4)

UYPOM05000 Plastic Buttons  (Packed by 20)

UYPOM06000 Profile Connector  (Packed by 2)

TMC4010S00 Clamp For Banner, White 
(Packed by 40 pcs)

TSH4010S01 Black Bungee Cord with Stainless 
Steel Hook (Packed by 40 pcs)

UYPOM07000 Elastic Strap (50 meters)

UYPOM08000 Elastic Strap (20 meters)

Black Bungee Cord with 
Stainless Steel Hook 

TSH4010S01
Elastic Strap 

UYPOM07000


